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B.Com - Odd Sem : End Semester Exam 
Academic Year:2020-2021 

18CM3123 - Accounting & Reporting Standards 
Set No: 3

Time: Max.Marks: 100

S.NO Answer All Questions Choice Options Marks CO

1.

AK Ltd. purchased a fixed asset for Rs.25 lakhs, which has the estimated useful life of 5 years with the salvage value of
Rs.2,50,000. On purchase of the assets government granted it a grant for Rs. 5 lakhs. Grant was considered as refundable in
the end of 2nd year to the extent of Rs. 3,50,000. You are required to pass the journal entry for the five years including
refund of grant.

choice
Q-2 10Marks CO1

2.

An earthquake destroyed a major warehouse of ACO Ltd. on 20.5.2012. The accounting year of the company ended on
31.3.2012. The accounts were approved on 30.6.2012. The loss from earthquake is estimated at Rs. 60 lakhs. State with
reasons, whether the loss due to earthquake is an adjusting or non-adjusting event and how the fact of loss is to be disclosed
by the company.

10Marks CO1

3.

Answer the following

choice
Q-4 15Marks CO1

4. a. Z Ltd. purchased a fixed asset for Rs. 50 lakhs, which has the estimated useful life of 5 years with the salvage value of Rs.
5,00,000. On purchase of the assets government granted it a grant for Rs. 10 lakhs. Pass the necessary journal entries in the
books of the company for first three years. b. Cost of a machine acquired on 01/04/2008 was Rs. 1,00,000. The machine is
expected to realize Rs. 5,000 at the end of its working life of 10 years. Straight-line depreciation of Rs. 9,500 per year has
been charged up to 2009-10. For and from 2010-11, the company switched over to 17% p.a. reducing balance method of

15Marks CO1
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depreciation in respect of the machine. The new rate of depreciation is based on revised useful life of 13 years. The new rate
shall apply with retrospective effect from 01/04/08. You are required to show the machinery account.

5. Explain the important features of International Financial Reporting Standards. choice
Q-6 10Marks CO2

6. Explain harmonization and state the reasons for dis-harmonization of Accounting system. 10Marks CO2

7.

Answer the following cases: a. A Ltd., whose accounting year ends on 31/03/2011, agreed in principle to sell a plot of land
on 18/03/2011 at a price to be determined by an independent valuer. Pending the agreement for sale and due to non-receipt
of valuers report, the sale of the land could not be completed up to 31/03/11. The company received the report on April 7,
2011 and the agreement was signed on April 10, 2011. The financial statements for 2010-11 were approved by the board on
May 12, 2011. b. The company finds that the stock sheets of 31.3.2010 did not include two pages containing details of
inventory worth `20 lakhs. State, how you will deal with this matter in the accounts of A Ltd., for the year ended 31st
March, 2011 with reference to AS 5. c. In X Co. Ltd., theft of cash of Rs. 5 lakhs by the cashier in January, 2011 was
detected only in May, 2011. The accounts of the company were not yet approved by the Board of Directors of the company.
Whether the theft of cash has to be adjusted in the accounts of the company for the year ended 31.3.2011. Decide

choice
Q-8 15Marks CO2

8.

Answer the following

15Marks CO2

9. Explain liquid assets requirements and write a brief note on qualified asset. choice
Q-10 10Marks CO3

10. Explain the contents of revenue account of a mutual fund. 10Marks CO3

11. Explain the meaning of merchant bankers and draft the capital requirements of NBFC. choice
Q-12 15Marks CO3

12. State the meaning and purpose of hedging and explain the Various Risks which Can be Hedged. 15Marks CO3
13. Answer the following choice

Q-14
10Marks CO4
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14. Explain economic value added statement and state the advantages of Economic value added statement. 10Marks CO4
15. Answer the following choice

Q-16
15Marks CO4
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16. Answer the following 15Marks CO4
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